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1 Introdution
We determine the optimal exploitation time-paths of two energy resoures, one being de-
pletable and arbon-based, i.e. polluting with regard to limate hange, namely a fossil
fuel (oal, oil or gas), the other being renewable, lean and non-biologial
1
(e.g. solar en-
ergy diretly onverted via photovoltai ells, or indiretly onverted as in the ase of wind
energy). These optimal paths are onsidered along with the two following features. First,
the umulative atmospheri pollution stok is set not to exeed some ritial threshold,
above whih the indued environmental damage ost would be unbearable. Seond, the
pollutant emissions produed by the use of fossil fuel use an be redued at soure, and
stokpiled in a natural reservoir, referred to here as a arbon sink
2
.
In its latest report (IPCC, 2005), the IPCC reommends reourse to the apture and
sequestration of arbon (CCS) to redue anthropogeni CO2 emissions to the atmosphere.
CCS onsists in ltering the CO2 uxes at the soure of emission, that is, in fossil energy-
fuelled power plants, by means of srubbers installed on top of himney staks. Carbon
may be sequestered in geologial reservoirs, among whih are disussed oal mines, depleted
oil and gas reservoirs
3
, as well as deep saline aquifers, and even the oean itself (IPCC,
2005). The respetive potential apaities of these arbon sinks as well as their eieny
are still under assessment
4
.
To our knowledge, there are no analytial studies that learly demonstrate the trade-
os between the management of an exhaustible fossil resoure, the aumulation of the
related pollution and sequestration of limited apaity. Nonetheless, the possibility of
sequestering some fration of the pollution has motivated a number of empirial studies, via
omplex integrated assessment models (see M-Farland et al. 2003; Edmonds et al. 2004;
Kurosawa 2004; Gitz et al. 2005). These studies generally stress that the implementation
of sequestration leads to a substantial derease in the ost of environmental externality,
whih thus favor the early introdution of suh measures.
1
See Chakravorty et al. (2005a) for the speiities of the substitutions between fossil and bio-energies.
2
A arbon sink sometimes refers to biologial sequestration, that is, arbon aptured by photosynthesis
of trees or plants. This is not the fous of the present paper.
3
Carbon sequestration in partially or totally depleted oil deposits has been arried out in the North
Sea sine 1996 by the Norwegian ompany Statoil. The enhaned oil reovery onsists in injeting gas into
the oil well, thus inreasing pressure and improving the extration produtivity.
4
Oeani storage, despite its enormous potential as a sink, omprises several limitations inluding the
issue of sequestration permanene and problems of aeptability sine it may also lead to toxiity risks due
to water aidiation and threats to marine eosystems (See Herzog et al., 2003).
2
Suh a generi abatement option an take several forms: sequestration by forests,
pollution redution at soure, et. In this study, we are only onerned with the apture
and diret disposal of arbon, while taking into onsideration the size and aess ost of
the reservoir.
We introdue four features into the standard Hotelling model of exhaustion. The rst is
the possibility of providing the eonomy with a leaner bakstop in the form of an abundant
energy ow. Following an optimal path in suh an eonomy, the resoure prie has two
omponents: its marginal extration ost and the Hotelling rent, whih neessarily grows
at a rate equal to the interest rate and whih drives the pries up over time. When this
prie reahes the marginal ost of the bakstop, whih is assumed to be onstant, only the
renewable soure is used. Thus, the two energy soures are used one after the other and
the bakstop is only introdued when the fossil resoure has been exhausted.
The seond feature is the eiling plaed on umulative arbon emissions from the on-
sumption of a fossil energy resoure. The hanges in its onsumption drive the dynamis
of pollution aumulation as well as the ultimate transition to a leaner tehnology, sine
eah extration trajetory generates a umulative emission trajetory. This eiling on-
straint adds a third omponent to the expression of the fossil fuel prie: the externality
ost assoiated with the aumulation of pollution in the atmosphere. In this ontext, it is
ruial that there should be a ertain amount of natural regeneration reduing the level of
pollution, thus allowing some use of the fossil fuel to ontinue whilst at the eiling. We then
show that the optimal onsumption path onsists of four phases. Firstly, only the fossil
fuel resoure supplies the eonomy. During this phase, the sarity rent of the resoure and
the shadow ost of arbon emissions are both inreasing. Hene, the energy prie inreases
and the fossil fuel onsumption (and hene the emission ow) dereases, assuming that
the demand funtion is stationary over time
5
. However, the amount of pollutants in the
atmosphere inreases beause the emission ow is larger than the regenerated ow. One
the eiling is attained, the fossil fuel onsumption is limited by the natural regeneration
proess. When the pollution stok is at its eiling level  as indued by natural regen-
eration ow  it is just in balane with the emission ow. Fossil fuel onsumption and
energy prie both remain onstant. Beause of the inreasing Hotelling rent (in urrent
value), the shadow ost of the onstraint on arbon emissions must derease during this
5
For the muh more omplex ase of non-stationary demand funtions, see Chakravorty et al. (2005b).
3
phase at the eiling. This seond phase ends when the shadow ost nally drops to zero.
During the third phase, the prie inreases one again, driven only by the inrease in the
sarity rent, rising until it is equal to the marginal ost of the bakstop and the fossil
fuel beomes exhausted. Meanwhile, emissions are dereasing, the eiling onstraint is no
longer limiting and the path reverts to the benhmark Hotelling level. Lastly, during the
fourth phase, the bakstop supplies the whole demand. This sheme holds as long as the
energy prie, dened at the eiling when only fossil fuel is used, is higher than the marginal
ost of the lean substitute. If this marginal ost is lower and the lean resoure is abun-
dant, the lean energy would be substituted for the fossil fuel at the preise time when
the eiling is attained. At that time, its full marginal ost (i.e. the sum of the marginal
extration ost, the Hotelling rent and the shadow ost of the arbon onstraint) must be
equal to the marginal ost of the lean tehnology. At the eiling, emissions are balaned
by the regeneration proess, some part of the supply is provided by the renewable resoure
and the energy prie is equal to the marginal ost of the renewable resoure as shown in
Chakravorty et al. (2004). Both resoures have to be exploited simultaneously beause,
at this prie, even if the renewable is ompetitive, the fossil resoure remains less ostly
(exluding the ost of externality) and thus has to be used jointly. At the eiling, the fossil
fuel supply is indiretly restrited by the regeneration ow. During this phase, the inrease
of the Hotelling rent is ompensated by the derease of the (positive) shadow ost of the
arbon eiling, so that the energy prie is onstant and equal to the marginal ost of the
renewable energy. On omplete exhaustion of the fossil fuel, the shadow ost of arbon
beomes nil and the renewable resoure supplies the entire demand. In this ase of low-
ost substitute, there is no longer any pure Hotelling phase.
The third feature orresponds to the apture and storage of some fration of the arbon
emissions. This arbon sequestration ould leave room for the ontinued intensive use of
fossil fuels by alleviating the environmental onsequenes of their ombustion, whih are
espeially impliated in the limate hange proess. Suh a mitigation option would also
lead to less stringent Kyoto-type onstraints on greenhouse gases emissions, even if, as
disussed below, the optimal poliy may not be onsistent with the type of poliy laid
down by the Protool.
However, the alleviation option is not available free of harge. To sequester arbon
inurs some additional osts depending on the harateristis of the sink, espeially its
4
size. Chakravorty et al. (2005b) evoke a generi abatement ativity in whih arbon sinks
are of unlimited apaity. This simply implies that an emission proessing ost omponent
should be onsidered when determining the resoure prie. More interesting is the ase
where the apaity of the arbon sink is limited. The marginal ost of onsuming one unit
of fossil fuel ompatible with some environmental preservation objetive is thus four-fold:
it inludes the monetary ost of exploiting the resoure, the ost of arbon proessing,
the sarity rent of the resoure and the rent assoiated with the limited apaity of the
arbon sink, both rents being endogenous. This overall ost needs to be ompared with the
supply ost of the renewable energy, this ost being generally higher than the exploitation
ost of the fossil fuel alone. If the ost of the renewable energy is higher than the sum
of the ost of fossil resoure exploitation and the ost of arbon sequestration, then it is
better to exploit the depletable resoure before the renewable one. We then show how
the appliation of a apture option at the soure of pollution emission leads to earlier
ompetitiveness of the lean substitute. Carbon sequestration thus relaxes the onstraints
on fossil fuel onsumption. An immediate impliation is that the non-renewable resoure
is exhausted earlier, and the renewable one kiks in earlier. Finally, the optimal path
is shown to onsist of ve phases. As long as the eiling is not reahed, only the fossil
resoure is used and the pollution stok ontinues to inrease. One the eiling is attained,
arbon sequestration takes plae until omplete lling of the sink. The next phase ours
at the eiling without sequestration. The two following phases are idential to the three
last phases that our in the ase of a pollution stok eiling without any sequestration.
Let us assume that the lean renewable substitute is sare, meaning that, at a prie
equal to its marginal ost, the market demand is greater than the available ow. In
this ase, even without any pollution onstraint, the resoures are no longer exploited
sequentially. One the fossil fuel prie (i.e. the sum of the extration ost and the Hotelling
rent) is equal to the marginal ost of the renewable substitute, renewable energy beomes
ompetitive and has to be exploited. But sine the available ow annot satisfy the whole
demand, in order to lear the market, the residual demand must be supplied by the fossil
resoure. During this phase of simultaneous use of both resoures, pries should vary
aording to the same rule as in the rst phase beause the sarity rent of the fossil is
still growing at the interest rate. Thus, the disrepany between the energy prie and the
marginal ost of the renewable resoure inreases at a rate higher than the interest rate.
5
This is a onsequene of the non-storability of the resoure, exluding any intertemporal
arbitrage, whih allows the rent of the renewable resoure to grow faster than the rise in
interest rate. The share of onsumption supplied by the fossil fuel dereases ontinuously
until omplete exhaustion of the resoure. The bakstop nally supplies the whole demand.
When a ap is set on arbon aumulation, the use of the lean renewable substitute begins
before the pollution eiling is reahed provided the energy prie at that time is higher than
the marginal ost of the substitute. By the same token, use of the substitute will begin
after pollution reahes the eiling if the energy prie is lower than the marginal ost of the
substitute. Furthermore, if there is an opportunity for sequestration, whether it is applied
before or after using the renewable resoure depends upon their respetive osts.
The paper has the following struture. In setion 2, we present the general formulation
of the model. We then desribe in setion 3 the harateristis of the solution when arbon
sequestration is not an option. In setion 4, we provide a simple test to hek the optimality
of the sequestration option, and then determine the optimal sequestration poliy depending
on whether the size of the reservoir is large or small, this property being endogenous in the
sense dened in this study. In setion 5, we analyze the impliations of a limited availability
of the renewable resoure, whih may be alternatively expensive or heap in relation to
the prie of energy ompatible with maintaining a pollution eiling. We onlude briey
in setion 6.
2 The model
2.1 Assumptions and notations
We onsider an eonomy in whih the instantaneous gross surplus or utility, measured in
monetary units and generated by an instantaneous energy onsumption qt
6
, is given by
the following standard funtion u.
Assumption A.1 : u : IR++ → IR+ is a funtion of lass C
2
stritly inreasing and stritly
onave satisfying the Inada ondition, i.e. limq↓0 u
′(q) = +∞, where u′(q) = du/dq.
6
Stritly speaking, qt is a power, so assuming that qt is dierentiable, the energy onsumed over a time
interval [t, t+ dt] is equal to (qt + q˙t) dt, where q˙t = dqt/dt.
6
We sometimes use p to denote the marginal surplus u′ as well as (by a slight misuse of
formal notation) the marginal surplus funtion: p(q) = u′(q). The diret demand funtion
d(p) is merely the reiproal of p(q), as usually dened.
Energy needs may be supplied by two resoures, either a dirty non-renewable resoure,
suh as oal, or a lean renewable resoure, suh as solar energy. If X0 represents the
initial oal stok of the soiety, Xt the stok of oal available at time t (X0 = X
0) and xt
the instantaneous oal onsumption, we an write:
X˙t = −xt. (1)
We assume that the average ost of transforming oal into energy diretly usable by
the nal users is onstant and equal to cx, hene cx is also the onstant marginal ost.
This ost should be regarded as the sum of the extration ost sensu strito, the ost of
industrial proessing of the extration output and the ost of transportation, all of whih
must be borne so the energy supply an math the demand by end users.
Let x˜ denote the ow of non-renewable resoure to be onsumed, assuming an innite
available stok of the non-renewable resoure X0, so that no rent would have to be harged.
Thus, x˜ is the solution of u′(x) = cx, that is, x˜ = d(cx).
Using oal potentially generates a pollutant ow. Let ζ be the unitary arbon ontent
of oal so that, without any abatement poliy, the instantaneous arbon ow released
into the atmosphere would be equal to ζxt. However, let us assume that some arbon
sequestration devie is available. Let st be the part of the potential arbon emission ow
that is sequestered, so that the eetive ow, denoted by zt, amounts to:
zt = ζxt − st with st ≥ 0 and ζxt − st ≥ 0. (2)
We assume that the unit sequestration ost is onstant (hene also the marginal ost) and
equal to cs, so that the total monetary ost of sequestration is given by csst. S¯ denotes
the apaity of the so-alled arbon sink, S0 the initial stok of arbon ontained in the
sink and St the stok at time t (S0 = S
0), we an write:
S˙t = st and S¯ − St ≥ 0. (3)
Without any loss of generality, we postulate that S0 = 0.
7
Let Z0 be the stok of arbon in the atmosphere at the beginning of the planning
period, Zt the stok at time t (Z0 = Z
0
) and α (> 0) the instantaneous proportional rate
of natural regeneration, assumed to be onstant for sake of simpliity (see Kolstad and
Krautkraemer, 1993)
7
so that:
Z˙t = zt − αZt. (4)
Self regeneration is merely a sheme for natural sequestration into a sink of suiently
large apaity. By that, we mean that, whatever the quantity of arbon needing to be
sequestered, it still an still be buried in the so-alled sink.
We assume that this stok of arbon annot be larger than some threshold Z¯:
Z¯ − Zt ≥ 0 and Z¯ − Z
0 ≥ 0. (5)
This onstraint should be onsidered as some kind of damage funtion. The damage
generated at eah point of time by the stok of atmospheri arbon is equal to 0, provided
that Z < Z¯, but jumps to innity when Z = Z¯ 8.
In the following, x¯ denotes the ow of non-renewable resoure that ould be used at
the eiling, without any sequestration sheme, that is, the solution of Z˙t = ζxt − st − αZt
for st = 0 and Zt = Z¯, hene x¯ = αZ¯/ζ. We use p¯x to denote the orresponding prie,
p¯x = u
′(x¯). Clearly, if p¯x were lower than cx, there would be no eiling problem sine, even
if the resoure rent would be nil, the optimal onsumption of the polluting resoure would
remain below x¯. Thus, we assume:
Assumption A.2 : p¯x > cx, whih is equivalent to x˜ > x¯.
However, if sequestration needs to be used, we must onsider an even stronger assump-
tion: the total marginal ost of a lean onsumption of oal, cx + csζ, must be lower than
p¯x. If not, it would always be better to stay onstrained at x¯ rather than relaxing the
onstraint by sequestering some part of the emission ow.
Assumption A.3 : p¯x > cx + csζ.
7
It is essential for the results that the natural regeneration ow should be some inreasing funtion f
of the pollution stok. The speiation f(Z) = αZ is assumed for the sake of analytial tratability. For
a disussion of the problems raised by non-inreasing funtions, see Tahvonen and Salo (1996), Tahvonen
and Withagen (1996) and Toman and Withagen (1996).
8
For standard results on optimal mining with a smooth damage funtion, see Tahvonen (1997).
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As disussed in setion 4 (subsetion 4.1), Assumption A.3 is a neessary but not a
suient ondition.
The other resoure is a renewable resoure that an be made available to the end users
at a onstant average ost cy (hene the same onstant marginal ost). The ost of the
renewable resoure is the total ost of supplying the good to the nal users, so that the
non-renewable and the renewable resoures are perfet substitutes for the users. Let us
assume that y¯ is the onstant instantaneous ow of renewable resoure available at eah
point of time, and that this resoure is non-storable in the long term, exept at a prohibitive
storage ost. Let yt be the part of the available ow onsumed at time t, so the part y¯− yt
of the ow that is not immediately onsumed is denitely lost.
Conerning the monetary osts alone, i.e. those not involving any sarity rents, we
assume that the ost of the non-renewable resoure is lower than the ost of the renewable
resoure. In the present ase, this orresponds to the main renewable energies
9
and the
main non-renewable energies.
Assumption A.4 : cx < cy.
Let y˜ be the ow of renewable resoure soiety would have to onsume one the non-
renewable resoure is exhausted, provided that y¯ is suiently large. y˜ is the solution of
u′(y) = cy : y˜ = d(cy). Chakravorty et al. (2004) showed that, for y¯ < y˜ and without
any sequestration opportunity, we may have many dierent optimal paths sine a rent
has to be harged for the use of the renewable resoure even before the exhaustion of the
non-renewable resoure. For the sake of simpliity, we rst assume in setions 3 and 4 that
the renewable resoure is abundant. By abundant, we mean that, at the marginal ost cy,
the quantity to be supplied is, at the very most, equal to y¯. We also assume that cy > p¯x
so that, when the oal onsumption is bounded at the eiling, the renewable resoure is
not ompetitive.
Assumption A.5 : y¯ > y˜ and cy > p¯x.
Under A.4 and A.5, the phase of ative sequestration always preedes the phase of
renewable resoure use as shown in setion 4. To obtain a phase of ative sequestration
9
An important exeption is hydroeletriity.
9
ombined with the use of renewable energy, we must assume not only that y¯ < y˜, but also
that cy < p¯xy where p¯xy = u
′(x¯ + y¯) < p¯x. Hene, when the stok of pollution is at the
eiling, the renewable energy is ompetitive sine cy < p¯xy, and, moreover, both resoures
have to be used. In this ase, the non-renewable resoure is limited at x¯ by the pollution
stok onstraint and the renewable resoure is onstrained at y¯ by the available supply.
Thus, by using p¯y to denote the marginal gross surplus at y¯, we an assume alternatively:
Assumption A.6 : y¯ < y˜ and y¯ < x¯, or equivalently p¯xy > cy and p¯y > p¯xy. Furthermore,
p¯xy > cx + csζ.
Under A.6, we must add another onstraint: the renewable energy onsumption annot
be higher than y¯:
y¯ − yt ≥ 0. (6)
Let us assume that the instantaneous soial rate of disount, ρ > 0, is onstant and the
objetive of the soial planner is to hoose the resoure and abatement trajetories that
maximize the sum of the disounted instantaneous net surplus.
2.2 Problem formulation
The soial planner problem an be expressed as follows (P ):
(P ) max
{(st,xt,yt),t≥0}
∫ ∞
0
[u(xt + yt)− csst − cxxt − cyyt] e
−ρtdt
s.t. (1) to (6), X0 = X
0
, Z0 = Z
0 < Z¯, S0 = 0, st ≥ 0, xt ≥ 0 and yt ≥ 0.
Let L be the urrent value Lagrangian for the problem (P ):
L = u(xt + yt)− csst − cxxt − cyyt − λtxt + ηtst + νSt
[
S¯ − St
]
+µt [ζxt − st − αZt] + νZt
[
Z¯ − Zt
]
+ γ¯st [ζxt − st] + γstst
+γxtxt + γ¯yt [y¯ − yt] + γytyt.
10
The rst-order onditions (FOCs) and omplementary slakness onditions are:
∂L/∂st = 0 ⇔ cs = ηt − µt − γ¯st + γst (7)
∂L/∂xt = 0 ⇔ u
′(xt + yt) = cx + λt − µtζ − γ¯stζ − γxt (8)
∂L/∂yt = 0 ⇔ u
′(xt + yt) = cy + γ¯yt − γyt (9)
γ¯st ≥ 0 and γ¯st [ζxt − st] = 0 (10)
γst ≥ 0 and γstst = 0 (11)
γxt ≥ 0 and γxtxt = 0 (12)
γ¯yt ≥ 0 and γ¯yt[y¯ − yt] = 0 (13)
γyt ≥ 0 and γytyt = 0. (14)
Note that, under the assumption A.1, A.4 and A.5, the ondition (9) implies that xt+yt
is at least equal to y˜ and that yt is at most equal to y˜ < y¯
10
. Thus, γ¯yt must be equal to
0, t ≥ 0.
The dynamis of the ostate variables must satisfy:
λ˙t = ρλt − ∂L/∂X ⇔ λ˙t = ρλt (15)
η˙t = ρηt − ∂L/∂S ⇔ η˙t = ρηt + νSt (16)
µ˙t = ρµt − ∂L/∂Z ⇔ µ˙t = (α+ ρ)µt + νZt (17)
with the following assoiated omplementary slakness onditions:
νSt ≥ 0 and νSt
[
S¯ − St
]
= 0 (18)
νZt ≥ 0 and νZt
[
Z¯ − Zt
]
= 0. (19)
Note that (15) implies that λt = λ0e
ρt
. Hene, the transversality ondition for Xt takes
the following form:
lim
t↑∞
e−ρtλtXt = λ0 lim
t↑∞
Xt = 0. (20)
The other transversality onditions are:
lim
t↑∞
e−ρtηtSt = 0 (21)
lim
t↑∞
e−ρtµtZt = 0. (22)
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If yt > 0 then γyt = 0, thus u
′(xt + yt) = cy + γ¯yt. Sine u
′
is dereasing, the highest value of yt
solution of (9) is obtained for xt = 0 and for γ¯yt = 0, whih is possible under the abundane assumption
A.5. Thus, in this ase, yt is preisely equal to y˜.
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Clearly the ostate variables ηt and µt are non-positive. Furthermore, given that St is
non-dereasing and starting from S0 = S
0 = 0, there must exist some time interval [0, t¯ )
during whih St < S¯, hene νSt = 0, so that integrating (16) we get:
ηt = η0e
ρt , t ∈ [0, t¯ ). (23)
By the same type of argument, we get for any time interval [t0, t1) during whih Zt < Z¯,
we obtain:
µt = µt0e
(α+ρ)(t−t0) , t ∈ [t0, t1). (24)
Sine Z0 < Z¯, there must exist some initial interval with t0 = 0 and t1 > 0, so that
µt = µ0e
(α+ρ)t
, t ∈ [0, t1). Note also that, sine X
0
is nite, there must be some time t2
from whih Zt < Z¯, t ≥ t2, so that µt = 0, t ≥ t2.
3 Hotelling and optimal paths without any arbon sink
3.1 Pure Hotelling paths
Without any eiling onstraint and under A.5, the FOCs (8) and (9) would be:
u′(xt + yt) = cx + λ0e
ρt − γxt (25)
u′(xt + yt) = cy − γyt, (26)
together with the omplementary slakness onditions (12)-(14). Thus, if both xt and yt
were stritly positive over some non-degenerated time interval, we would have u′(xt+yt) =
cx + λ0e
ρt = cy over the interval, whih is learly impossible. Hene, the resoures have
to be exploited sequentially; rst, the less ostly one, i.e. the non-renewable resoure, and
next, the more ostly one, i.e. the renewable resoure. Moreover, the initial value of the
oal rent λ0, is at most equal to cy − cx.
For any λ0 ∈ (0, cy − cx), let t
H(λ0) be that time at whih cx + λ0e
ρt = cy, and let
dHt (λ0) = d(cx + λ0e
ρt), t ∈
[
0, tH(λ0)
)
. The optimal value of λ0, λ
H
0 , is given as the
unique solution of the umulative demand-initial endowment balane equation:∫ tH(λ0)
0
dt(λ0)dt = X
0.
The optimal onsumption would then be the standard Hotelling solution:
xt =
{
dHt
(
λH0
)
, t < tH(λH0 )
0 , tH(λH0 ) ≤ t
and yt =
{
0 , t < tH(λH0 )
y˜ , tH(λH0 ) ≤ t
. (27)
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All the optimality onditions are satised by the following values of γxt and γyt:
γxt =
{
0 , t < tH(λH0 )
cx + λ0e
ρt − cy , t
H(λH0 ) ≤ t
and γyt =
{
cy − cx − λ0e
ρt , t < tH(λH0 )
0 , tH(λH0 ) ≤ t
.
As a funtion of X0, λH0 stritly dereases with
11
:
lim
X0↓0
λH0 = cy − cx and lim
X0↑∞
λH0 = 0.
Let ZHt (λ0) be the trajetory of the arbon stok generated by the oal onsumption
ow dHt (λ0). Z
H
t (λ0) is the solution of:
Z˙t = ζd
H
t (λ0)− αZt, t ∈
[
0, tH(λ0)
)
,
together with the initial ondition Z0 = Z
0
. Here, we dene ZHm (λ0) as the maximum
quantity of atmospheri arbon over the interval
[
0, tH(λ0)
)
12
:
ZHm (λ0) = sup
{
ZHt (λ0), t ∈
[
0, tH(λ0)
)}
.
Under A.2, when λ0 is suiently low (that is, X
0
is suiently high), then ZHm (λ0) >
Z¯13. Let X¯0 be the value of X0 for whih Z
H
m
(
λ0(X
0)
)
= Z¯. Taking into aount the
eiling onstraint, it an be easily seen that, for X0 lower than X¯0, the onstraint would
never be tight and the optimal onsumption path would be above the standard Hotelling
path as given by (27). In the following, we assume that the eiling onstraint would be
violated along the pure Hotelling path.
Assumption A.7 : X0 > X¯0.
3.2 Optimal paths with no ative abatement opportunity
Let us assume that there is no abatement opportunity apart from the natural regeneration
proess. It has been shown by Chakravorty et al. (2004) that, under A.1, A.2, A.4 and
A.5, the optimal onsumption path is a four phases path as illustrated in Figure 1 below.
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Firstly, tH(λ0) is a stritly dereasing funtion of λ0 with limλ0↓0 t
H = ∞ and limλ0↑(cy−cx) t
H = 0,
and seondly, for any t ≥ 0, limλ0↓0 d
H
t = x˜ and limλ0↑(cy−cx) d
H
t = 0.
12
After tH(λ0), the use of oal is nil, hene Zt is dereasing.
13
For λ0 = 0, d
H
t (0) = x˜, t ≥ 0, hene Z˙t = ζx˜ − αZt, Z0 = Z
0
, yielding the solution Zt = ζx˜/α +
 
Z0 − ζx˜/α

e−αt, so that limt↑∞Zt ≡ Z˜ = ζx˜/α. Under A.2, x˜ > x¯, hene Z˜ > Z¯.
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During the rst phase [0, t1), the onstraint is slak and only oal has to be used:
qt = xt = d
(
cx + λ0e
ρt − µ0e
(α+ρ)tζ
)
, with λ0 and |µ0| suiently low so that xt > x¯.
Sine xt > x¯ and Zt < Z¯, then Zt is inreasing beause ζxt > αZt: the emission rate is
higher than the natural regeneration ow. At t1, the arbon eiling is reahed and the full
marginal ost of oal, cx + λ0e
ρt − µ0e
(α+ρ)tζ, is equal to p¯x.
The seond phase [t1, t2) ours at the eiling, when the oal onsumption  the only
energy being used  is onstrained to x¯. Thus, the energy prie is onstant and equal to
p¯x. Sine pt = p¯x = cx+λ0e
ρt−µ0e
(α+ρ)tζ, then |µt| must be dereasing during this phase.
At t2, µt = 0 and the eiling onstraint will no longer be ative from t2 onwards.
The third phase [t2, t3) is a pure Hotelling phase during whih only oal is used: pt =
cx + λ0e
ρt
and qt = xt = d(pt). Thus, the oal onsumption dereases, as seen during
the rst phase, and the stok is exhausted at the end of the phase. Then, the prie must
beome equal to the marginal ost of the renewable resoure cy.
During the last phase [t3,∞), only the renewable resoure is used, qt = yt = y˜ and the
prie is onstant at cy.
Both prie and quantity paths are illustrated in Figure 1. The hathed surfae under
the xt urve must be equal to X
0
.
Figure 1 here
We need to determine the optimal values λns0 , µ
ns
0 , t
ns
1 , t
ns
2 and t
ns
3 (ns stands for no
sequestration, whih is fored here) of the ve fundamental variables λ0, µ0, t1, t2 and t3
that solve the following system of ve equations:
− The umulative oal onsumption-initial stok balane equation:∫ t1
0
d
(
cx + λ0e
ρt − µ0e
(α+ρ)tζ
)
dt+ [t2 − t1]x¯+
∫ t3
t2
d
(
cx + λ0e
ρt
)
dt = X0.
− The prie ontinuity equation at t1:
cx + λ0e
ρt1 − µ0e
(α+ρ)t1ζ = p¯x.
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− The pollution stok ontinuity equation at t1:
Zt1(λ0, µ0) = Z¯,
where Zt(λ0, µ0) is the solution of:
Z˙t = ζd
(
cx + λ0e
ρt − µ0e
(α+ρ)tζ
)
− αZt , Z0 = Z
0.
− The prie ontinuity equations at t2 and t3:
cx + λ0e
ρt2 = p¯x and cx + λ0e
ρt3 = cy.
Chakravorty et al. (2004) demonstrated that, solving the above system of equations
for for λns0 , µ
ns
0 , t
ns
1 , t
ns
2 and t
ns
3 provides values of the other multipliers that satisfy all the
optimality onditions.
4 The ase of an abundant renewable substitute
Although the oal onsumption is onstrained over a ertain time interval [t1, t2) under
assumption A.6, as shown in subsetion 3.2 and illustrated in Figure 1, it is not lear
a priori whether it is worth relaxing this onstraint by sequestering the arbon beause
sequestration is ostly. We rst show that there is a very simple test of the optimality of
sequestration for relaxing the eiling onstraint. Assuming that it is optimal to sequester,
we next determine the optimal poliy aording to whether the sink or reservoir apaity
S¯ is large (in subsetion 4.2) or small (in subsetion 4.3). Large and small apaities are
endogenous harateristis of the sink that depend upon all the other fundamentals of the
model.
4.1 Testing the optimality of the sequestration opportunity
Let us onsider the optimal paths determined in subsetion 3.2 under a fored ondition
of no sequestration, and assume two hypothetial values c′s and c
′′
s (where c
′
s < c
′′
s) of the
marginal ost of sequestration. We assume c′s is so low at t
ns
1 that cx+λ
ns
0 e
ρt+ c′sζ is lower
than p¯x, while c
′′
s is so high at t
ns
1 that cx + λ
ns
0 e
ρt + c′′sζ is higher than p¯x, as illustrated
in Figure 1.
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In the rst ase, where cx + λ
ns
0 e
ρtns1 + c′sζ < p¯x, there is a ertain time interval
[tns1 , t
ns
1 + δ(c
′
s)), δ(c
′
s) > 0, during whih cx + λ
ns
0 e
ρt + c′sζ is lower than p¯x while Zt = Z¯.
Thus, over this interval, the instantaneous marginal gross surplus generated by x¯, that is
p¯x, is higher than the full marginal ost of supplying a lean oal to the nal users (that
is cx + λ
ns
0 e
ρt + c′sζ) provided that the shadow ost harged to the use of the sink is nil.
Whatever the apaity of the sink, this apaity will not be saturated if the sequestration
rate is suiently low. Hene, slightly augmenting the oal onsumption within the interval
would still allow the net soial welfare to inrease even if oal onsumption would have
to be redued later. For example, inreasing the oal onsumption by dxt > 0 at time
t within the interval and dereasing it by the same amount at some date t′ within the
interval (tns2 , t
ns
3 ), results in a net benet equal to
[
(p¯x − (cx + c
′
sζ)) e
−ρt − λns0
]
dxt > 0
(in value at time 0).
In the seond ase, the marginal ost of lean oal onsumption, cx + λ
ns
0 e
ρt + c′′sζ, is
always higher than the marginal gross surplus of the energy onsumption. Thus, resorting
to a sequestration sheme annot inrease the optimized value of the objetive funtion of
problem (P ).
Clearly, there exists some ritial value of the sequestration marginal ost, denoted by
c¯s, below whih relaxation of the eiling onstraint must be used, and above whih it must
be abandoned. This threshold value is the solution of cx + λ
ns
0 e
ρtns1 + csζ = p¯x, that is:
c¯s =
[
p¯x −
(
cx + λ
ns
0 e
ρtns1
)]
/ζ.
Assumption A.8 : cs < c¯s.
In the following, we assume that A.8 applies.
4.2 The large reservoir ase
In this ase, even if no rent is harged for the use of the sink apaity, the reservoir apaity
onstraint S¯ − St is never ative, hene ηt = 0, t ≥ 0. We note that for ηt = 0 and for
st > 0 implying that γst = 0, then the optimality ondition (7) beomes:
−µt = cs + γ¯st.
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Next, substituting the above value of −µt into the optimality ondition (8), bearing in
mind st > 0 implies that xt > 0, hene γxt = 0. We thus obtain:
u′(xt) = cx + csζ + λ0e
ρt, (28)
whih, in turn, implies that:
xt = d
(
cx + csζ + λ0e
ρt
)
.
However, only part of the emission ow, represented by ζ
[
d
(
cx + csζ + λ0e
ρt
)
− x¯
]
, has
to be sequestrated. When the eiling onstraint is binding, the instantaneous marginal full
ost of a lean unit of oal is denoted by cm:
cm =
{
cx + λ0e
ρt , xt < x¯
cx + λ0e
ρt + csζ , xt > x¯
. (29)
For x < x¯, the regeneration rate αZ¯ is higher than the emission rate, whereas the
opposite holds for x > x¯ so that soiety has to sequestrate the emission at the margin.
The determination of xt during the sequestration phase is illustrated in Figure 2. Note
that, as time passes, cx + λ0e
ρt
and cx + csζ + λ0e
ρt
are shifted vertially and upwards.
Hene, the sequestration phase is neessarily followed by a phase during whih cx+λ0e
ρt <
u′(x¯) < cx + csζ + λ0e
ρt
so that it beomes optimal to onsume x¯. Although the eiling is
onstraining the oal onsumption, it is no longer optimal to sequester arbon emissions.
This phase at the eiling is itself followed by a pure Hotelling phase during whih xt < x¯,
one t is suiently high so that the u′(x) urve intersets the horizontal line cx + λ0e
ρt
before x¯.
Figure 2 here
Thus, the optimal path onsists of ve phases as illustrated in Figure 3.
Figure 3 here
During the rst phase [0, t1), whih takes plae below the eiling, pt = cx + λ0e
ρt −
µ0e
(α+ρ)tζ < cx + λ0e
ρt + csζ < p¯x, and qt = xt = d(pt) > x¯, so the pollution stok is
inreasing. At the end of the phase, pt = cx + λ0e
ρt + csζ and the eiling is attained.
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The seond phase [t1, t2) is a phase at the eiling: pt = cx + λ0e
ρt + csζ < p¯x and
qt = xt = d(pt) > x¯. A part ζ [d(pt)− x¯] of the potential emission ow is sequestered so
that the pollution ow is equal to ζx¯. At the end of the phase, pt = p¯x.
The third phase [t2, t3) is at the eiling, but without sequestration: pt = p¯x and
qt = xt = x¯, during whih |µt| is dereasing. At the end of the phase, µt = 0.
The fourth phase [t3, t4) is a pure Hotelling phase: pt = cx+λ0e
ρt
and qt = xt = d(pt).
At the end of this phase, the prie of energy is just equal to the marginal ost of the
renewable resoure cy and the oal is exhausted.
The last phase [t4,∞) is a phase during whih the only renewable resoure is used.
We now need to determine the values of the six variables λ0, µ0, t1, t2, t3 and t4. They
are provided by solving the following system of six equations:
− The umulative demand-supply balane equation, whih is written here as:∫ t1
0
d
(
cx + λ0e
ρt − µ0e
(α+ρ)tζ
)
dt+
∫ t2
t1
d
(
cx + λ0e
ρt + csζ
)
dt
+[t3 − t2]x¯+
∫ t4
t3
d
(
cx + λ0e
ρt
)
dt = X0.
− The prie ontinuity equation at t1:
cx + λ0e
ρt1 − µ0e
(α+ρ)t1ζ = cx + λ0e
ρt1 + csζ.
− The pollution stok ontinuity equation at t1:
Zt1(λ0, µ0) = Z¯.
− The prie ontinuity equations at t2, t3 and t4:
cx + λ0e
ρt2 + csζ = p¯x
cx + λ0e
ρt3 = p¯x
cx + λ0e
ρt4 = cy.
Let λlr0 , µ
lr
0 and t
lr
1 to t
lr
4 (lr stands for large reservoir) represent the values obtained by
solving the above system of equations. In the Appendix, we show that, for these values of
λ0, µ0, t1 to t4, the other multipliers have values satisfying all the optimality onditions.
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We an now give a preise denition of a large reservoir. A reservoir or a sink is said to
be large if it allows for the arbon to be eetively sequestered as presribed by the above
poliy, that is:
S¯ ≥
∫ tlr2
tlr1
[
d
(
cx + λ
lr
0 e
ρt + csζ
)
− x¯
]
dt.
The reservoir will be said small if suh a arbon mass annot be sequestered.
4.3 The small reservoir ase
If the reservoir is small, its shadow ost ηt annot be nil. We know that, as long as
the reservoir is not saturated, the absolute value of ηt is inreasing at the soial rate of
disount
14
: ηt = η0e
ρt
. Thus, the full marginal ost of lean oal is given by cx + λ0e
ρt +(
cs − η0e
ρt
)
ζ.
As in the ase of a large reservoir, the optimal path onsists of ve phases. The only
dierene is that pt = cx+λ0e
ρt+
(
cs − η0e
ρt
)
ζ during the seond phase [t1, t2), when it is
optimal to sequester part of the potential emission ow represented by ζ [d(pt)− x¯]. Also
at t2, the arbon reservoir apaity S¯ must be saturated, i.e. St2 = S¯ and St < S¯, t < t2.
We now have to determine the values of the seven variables λ0, µ0, η0 and t1 to t4.
They are obtained by solving the system of seven equations below:
− The umulative demand-supply balane equations:∫ t1
0
d
(
cx + λ0e
ρt − µ0e
(α+ρ)tζ
)
dt+
∫ t2
t1
d
(
cx + λ0e
ρt +
(
cs − η0e
ρt
)
ζ
)
dt
+[t3 − t2]x¯+
∫ t4
t3
d
(
cx + λ0e
ρt
)
dt = X0.
− The prie ontinuity equation at t1:
cx + λ0e
ρt1 − µ0e
(α+ρ)t1ζ = cx + λ0e
ρt1 +
(
cs − η0e
ρt1
)
ζ.
− The pollution stok ontinuity equation at t1:
Zt1(λ0, µ0) = Z¯.
This equation is the same as in the previous ase of a large reservoir.
14
Remember that ηt < 0.
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− The prie ontinuity equation at t2:
cx + λ0e
ρt2 +
(
cs − η0e
ρt2
)
ζ = p¯x.
− The reservoir apaity saturation equation at t2:
ζ
∫ t2
t1
[
d
(
cx + λ0e
ρt +
(
cs − η0e
ρt
)
ζ
)
− x¯
]
dt = S¯.
− The prie ontinuity equations at t3 and t4:
cx + λ0e
ρt3 = p¯x and cx + λ0e
ρt4 = cy,
These ontinuity equations are the same as in the ase of a large reservoir.
As in the previous ase, for these values of λ0, µ0, η0 and t1 to t4, we show that the
other multipliers have values satisfying all the optimality onditions (see Appendix). The
main onlusion of the analysis is that, if sequestration needs to be implemented under
A.5, it must our before using the renewable resoure. As disussed in the next setion,
the optimal poliy may be dierent when solar energy  although relatively inexpensive 
is not abundant.
5 The ase of a rare renewable substitute
Let us assume that the renewable energy is not abundant and that A.6 is valid. In that ase,
without any sequestration opportunity, it would be optimal to use the renewable resoure
at the eiling. We rst show how to modify the optimality test of the sequestration option.
Given that the test is positive, indiating it is optimal to sequester, we next show that
there are two types of optimal poliy, aording to whether the sequestration phase should
begin before starting use of the renewable lean substitute. Otherwise, the opposite must
apply.
5.1 Testing the optimality of the sequestration opportunity
To test the optimality of the sequestration opportunity in the present ase, we rst have
to determine the optimal poliy in the absene of an opportunity. In the ase of a rare
renewable substitute, as well as with an abundant substitute, the deision to sequester or
not is endogenously determined.
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The rst point to be notied is that, sine y¯ < y˜, although the renewable resoure is
ompetitive at a prie pe > cy, it annot supply the entire market, at least for pries not
too far from cy. To determine the optimal poliy, let us dene dn(pe) as the part of the
energy needs that has to be supplied by the non-renewable resoure. The other part, if
any, is represented by d(pe)− dn(pe) and has to be supplied by the renewable resoure:
dn(pe) =


d(pe) , pe < cy
d(pe)− y¯ , cy ≤ pe < p¯y
0 , p¯y ≤ pe
.
Under A.6, p¯xy > cy, whih means we an have two types of optimal paths aording
to the value of Z0. Along the rst type of path (see Figure 4), whih would appear only
for suiently low values of Z0, the initial prie p0 is lower than cy. Hene, the initial
period during whih pt = cx + λ0e
ρt − µ0e
(α+ρ)t
and Zt < Z¯ an be split into two phases.
During the rst phase [0, t1), when pt < cy, oal must be the only energy soure, and
qt = xt = dn(pt) = d(pt). On the other hand, during the seond phase [t1, t2), both oal
and solar energy must be used, with xt = dn(pt) and yt = y¯. The phase at the eiling
[t2, t3) begins at t2, when pt = p¯xy; throughout this phase, pt = p¯xy and qt = x¯+ y¯, while,
at the end, µt = 0. This phase is followed by a pure Hotelling phase [t3, t4) as far as pries
are onerned: pt = cx + λ0e
ρt
, xt = dn(pt) and yt = y¯. At t4, pt = p¯y, xt = 0 and oal is
exhausted. During the last phase [t4,∞), only the renewable resoure is available, so that
pt = p¯y and qt = yt = y¯.
The values of the six endogenous variables haraterizing this type of path are deter-
mined by solving the following six-equation system.
− The umulative oal onsumption-initial stok balane equation, written here as:∫ t2
0
dn
(
cx + λ0e
ρt − µ0e
(α+ρ)tζ
)
dt+ x¯[t3 − t2] +
∫ t4
t3
dn
(
cx + λ0e
ρt
)
dt = X0.
− The pollution stok ontinuity equation at t2:
Znt2(λ0, µ0) = Z¯,
where Znt2(λ0, µ0) is the solution of the dierential equation
15
:
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Sine dn(pe) is disontinuous at pe = cy, then tehnially Z
n
t is obtained by solving rst: Z˙t =
ζd

cx + λ0e
ρt
− µ0e
(α+ρ)tζ

− αZt, Z0 = Z
0
. Let Z
(1)
t be the solution of this dierential equation and
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Z˙t = ζdn
(
cx + λ0e
ρt − µ0e
(α+ρ)tζ
)
− αZt, Z0 = Z
0.
− The four prie-ontinuity equations:
cx + λ0e
ρt1 − µ0e
(α+ρ)t1ζ = cy , cx + λ0e
ρt2 − µ0e
(α+ρ)t2ζ = p¯xy
cx + λ0e
ρt3 = p¯xy and cx + λ0e
ρt4 = p¯y.
The orresponding optimal paths are illustrated in Figure 4, where the hathed surfae
under the urve xt is equal to X
0
.
Figure 4 here
Now, let us assume that {(pt, xt, yt), t ≥ 0} is an optimal path for initial values X
0
and
Z0 of the state variables, and Xt and Zt represent, respetively, the remaining oal stok
and the pollution stok generated by xt. We also onsider a given date t
′ > 0 and the
problem (P ) with initial onditions Xt′ and Zt′ . Let {(p
′
t, x
′
t, y
′
t), t ≥ 0} be the solution of
this new problem. Then, this solution orresponds simply to p′t = pt′+t, x
′
t = xt′+t and
y′t = yt′+t. Bearing this in mind, we an see that there is a seond type of optimal path
starting with p0 > cy, in whih the renewable resoure has to be used from the beginning.
These paths have only four distint phases, sine there is no longer any rst phase as
dened in the previous ve-phase optimal path model. Clearly, the seond type of path is
optimal under A.6 when Z0 is suiently high but nevertheless lower than Z¯.
Let t¯xy denote the time at whih pt = p¯xy. Along paths of the rst type, t¯xy = t2 at
the end of the seond phase, whereas, along paths of the seond type, t¯xy = t1, sine p¯xy
is reahed at the end of the rst phase [0, t1). The optimality test of the sequestration
option is the same as for an abundant renewable substitute, exept that p¯xy must be taken
here as the referene prie instead of p¯x. The orresponding urve cx + λ0e
ρt + csζ must
be loated at t = t¯xy, as illustrated in Figure 4.
Z
(1)
t1
be the value of Z
(1)
t at time t1 at whih cx + λ0e
ρt
− µ0e
(α+ρ)tζ = cy. Next, by solving: Z˙t =
ζ
h
d

cx + λ0e
ρt
− µ0e
(α+ρ)tζ

− x¯
i
− αZt, Zt1 = Z
(1)
t1
, we obtain Z
(2)
t1
as the solution of this equation.
Then, we an write:
Znt =
8
<
:
Z
(1)
t1
, 0 ≤ t ≤ t1
Z
(2)
t1
, t1 ≤ t < t2
.
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The threshold value c¯s represents the average sequestration ost below whih it is
optimal to sequester and above whih it is not. In this ase, is here equal to:
c¯s =
[
p¯xy −
(
cx + λ
ns
0 e
ρt¯xy
)]
/ζ,
where λns0 is the optimal value of λ0 under a fored no-sequestration poliy.
Assumption A.9 : cs < c¯s.
In the following, we assume that A.9 is valid.
5.2 Optimal paths for beginning sequestration before using the renew-
able substitute
Under A.6, when sequestration is not applied, use of the renewable resoure must always
begin before reahing the eiling as shown in the preeding setion. However, when se-
questration has to be used, it may happen that  one at the eiling  sequestration an
be the rst sheme required to relax the eiling onstraint. Then, sequestration and the
renewable substitute are used jointly, and, nally, only the renewable resoure on its own.
This ase is illustrated in Figure 5, whih assumes a small reservoir.
Figure 5 here
In Figure 5, the prie path, the demand funtions d(pe) and dn(pe), and the resoure
onsumption paths are drawn in the North-East, the North-West and the South-East
quadrants, respetively. The South-West quadrant is a purely tehnial devie to show
how the quantities are derived from the prie at the same time.
The optimal path onsists of six phases.
The rst phase [0, t1) is the usual phase of oal onsumption under the eiling: pt =
cx + λ0e
ρt − µ0e
(α+ρ)tζ < cx + λ0e
ρt +
(
cs − η0e
ρt
)
ζ. At the end of this phase, the eiling
is reahed and pt1 = cx + λ0e
ρt1 +
(
cs − η0e
ρt1
)
ζ.
The seond phase [t1, t2) takes plae at the eiling, during whih only oal is onsumed,
with some part of the potential emissions being sequestered: pt = cx+λ0e
ρt+
(
cs − η0e
ρt
)
ζ,
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xt = dn(pt) = d(pt) and st = [dn(pt)− x¯] /ζ. At the end of this phase, pt2 = cy and the
renewable energy beomes ompetitive.
During the third phase [t2, t3), the onstraint is relaxed by the joint use of sequestration
and solar energy onsumption: pt = cx + λ0e
ρt +
(
cs − η0e
ρt
)
ζ, as in the previous phase.
But beause some part of the energy demand is satised by the solar energy, the proportion
of the emission ow that has to be sequestered is lower: xt = dn(pt) = d(pt) − x¯, st =
[dn(pt)− x¯] /ζ and yt = y¯. At the end of the phase, pt3 = p¯xy and the apaity of the sink
is saturated, St3 = S¯, so sequestration is no longer of any help.
The fourth phase [t3, t4) is at the eiling with both oal and solar energy, but without
sequestration: pt = p¯xy, xt = x¯ and yt = y¯. At the end of this phase, µt4 = 0.
During the fth phase, the prie path is a pure Hotelling path, pt = cx+λ0e
ρt
, but with
part y¯ of the energy onsumption supplied by the renewable resoure. The ontribution
from non-renewable energy dn(pt) dereases to zero at the end of the phase, so the prie
pt5 is equal to p¯y. At this time, oal is exhausted.
The last phase [t5,∞) is the usual phase of renewable energy onsumption: pt = p¯y,
xt = 0 and yt = y¯.
Note that now a rent has to be borne by the user of the renewable energy, starting
from 0 at t = t2 and inreasing up to p¯xy − cy at t = t3, onstant at this value during the
fourth phase [t3, t4), inreasing again up to p¯y − cy during the fth phase [t4, t5), and then
afterwards remaining onstant at this level.
Suh a path is haraterized by values of the eight variables λ0, µ0, η0 and t1 to t5,
obtained by solving a system of eight equations similar to the preeding systems.
5.3 Optimal paths for beginning use of the renewable substitute before
sequestration
Figure 6 illustrates the ase in whih implementation of the renewable resoure must begin
before resorting to sequestration, assuming that the reservoir is small.
Figure 6 here
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As in the preeding ase, the optimal path onsists of six phases. During the rst phase
[0, t1), only oal is used and pt = cx + λ0e
ρt − µ0e
(α+ρ)tζ, qt = xt = dn(pt) = d(pt). At
the end of the phase, pt = cy so the renewable substitute beomes ompetitive while the
eiling is slakened, Zt1(λ0, µ0) < Z¯.
During the seond phase [0, t1), both oal and solar energy are being used, while the
expression of the prie remains the same beause the pollution stok Zt lies below Z¯, but
now with xt = dn(pt) < d(pt) and yt = y¯. At the end of this phase, the pollution onstraint
beomes binding and cx+λ0e
ρt2 −µ0e
(α+ρ)t2ζ = cx+λ0e
ρt2 +(cs− η0e
ρt2)ζ. The last four
phases are similar to the last four of the preeding ase.
It is possible to have paths that involve using the renewable resoure immediately at
time t = 0. These would orrespond to optimal paths where the initial values X0 and Z0
of the state variables Xt and Zt would be equal to their values at t
′ ∈ [t1, t2) following the
path illustrated in Figure 6. The argument for this senario is based on the same onept
of time onsisteny developed in sub-setion 5.1.
6 Conlusion
We stress the potential role of arbon sequestration in allowing an environmental poliy
to maintain the atmospheri arbon onentration below some threshold level. We show
that, whatever the sink apaity, sequestration should be implemented one the pollution
eiling is reahed. In addition, our analysis suggests that the polluting fossil fuel will
be exhausted in a nite time, after whih the market will be supplied by the renewable
substitute
16
, whether or not its apaity is onstrained. However, in ontrast with the other
ases, when the apaity of the renewable resoure ow is onstrained, and is initially very
aordable, the renewable resoure must be used before the eiling is reahed. In this latter
senario, the renewable resoure ould be regarded as a mid-term option for alleviating
pollution, while sequestration allows for further emission redutions on the longer term.
But, more generally, the lak of sequestration before the eiling is reahed should not be
seen as weakening the preventive short-term role of sequestration usually advoated as an
16
This resoure exploitation and sequestration sheme, obtained with onstant average osts, is robust
to alternative speiations for the ost funtions. As far as the sequestration or extration osts are
onerned (see Laorgue et al., 2005, who also studied the ase of multiple sequestration sinks), these
speiations may depend upon the umulative sequestered arbon or the umulative extrated fossil
resoure, respetively, as in Heal (1976).
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option for suh a limate-hange mitigation. Indeed, whether or not the renewable resoure
is sare, the optimal environmental poliy aets the extration of the exhaustible resoure
anyway, with extration dereasing until the pollution eiling is reahed. This redution in
onsumption should be attributed to the opportunity ost of emitting one unit of arbon
before the eiling, as well as the opportunity ost of sequestering one unit one at the
eiling, these osts being added to the overall exploitation ost of the resoure.
Finally, it is noteworthy that our model does not onsider the possibility of arbon
leakage, sine geologial or even oeani sinks may only represent temporary storage options
(f. Herzog et al., 2003; Paala, 2003). This leakage phenomenon, if ontinuous over time,
would have no short-term inidene on the optimal solution. The phase with sequestration
on its own would then be extended to the entire pollution eiling phase: one the storage
apaity has been lled, sequestration would simply allow for ompensating the leakage at
eah moment of time.
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Appendix
Let pHt = cx + λ0e
ρt
be the Hotelling prie path, pˆt = p
H
t − µ0e
(α+ρ)tζ the optimal prie
path preeding the eiling and p˜t = p
H
t +
(
cs − η0e
ρt
)
ζ, the optimal prie path followed
within the sequestration phase. In the small reservoir ase, the omplete solution of (P )
is
17
:
xt =


d (pˆt) , t ∈ [0, t1)
d (p˜t) , t ∈ [t1, t2)
x¯ , t ∈ [t2, t3)
d
(
pHt
)
, t ∈ [t3, t4)
0 , t ∈ [t4,∞)
, yt =
{
0 , t ∈ [0, t4)
y˜ , t ∈ [t4,∞)
, st =
{
0 , t /∈ [t1, t2)
ζ [d (p˜t)− x¯] , t ∈ [t1, t2)
.
(30)
Assoiated Lagrange multipliers are:
γst =


cs + µ0e
(α+ρ)t − η0e
ρt , t ∈ [0, t1)
0 , t ∈ [t1, t2)
cs + (p
H
t − p¯x)/ζ , t ∈ [t2, t3)
cs , t ∈ [t3,∞)
, γ¯st = 0, t ≥ 0 (31)
γxt =
{
0 , t ∈ [0, t4)
pHt − cy , t ∈ [t4,∞)
(32)
γyt =


cy − pˆt , t ∈ [0, t1)
cy − p˜t , t ∈ [t1, t2)
cy − p¯x , t ∈ [t2, t3)
cy − p
H
t , t ∈ [t3, t4)
0 , t ∈ [t4,∞)
(33)
ηt =
{
η0e
ρt , t ∈ [0, t2)
0 , t ∈ [t2,∞)
, νSt = 0, t ≥ 0 (34)
µt =


µ0e
(α+ρ)t , t ∈ [0, t1)
η0e
ρt − cs , t ∈ [t1, t2)
(pHt − p¯x)/ζ , t ∈ [t2, t3)
0 , t ∈ [t3,∞)
(35)
νZt =


0 , t ∈ [0, t1)
(α+ ρ)cs − αη0e
ρt , t ∈ [t1, t2)[
p˙Ht − (α+ ρ)(p
H
t − p¯x)
]
/ζ , t ∈ [t2, t3)
0 , t ∈ [t3,∞)
. (36)
Given (30), it is easy to hek that if λ0, µ0, η0, t1, t2, t3 and t4 satisfy the system
17
For the large reservoir ase, just set η0 = 0.
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of seven equations desribed in setion 4 (subsetion 4.3), then the Lagrange multipliers
dened by (31)-(36) are suh that onditions (7)-(19) hold. In other respets, sine the
non-renewable resoure stok Xt is exhausted at t4, the transversality ondition (20) is
satised. In the same way, sine ηt = 0 and St = S¯ for t ≥ t2 on the one hand, µt = 0 and
Zt < Z¯ for t ≥ t4 on the other hand, then onditions (21) and (22) are valid.
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Figure 1: Optimal paths without any sequestration opportunity
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Figure 2: Determination of the optimal onsumption rate of oal during the sequestration
phase
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Figure 3: Optimal paths − The large reservoir ase
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